
 
 
Guide to Cleaning Beads & Metals 
 
General tips for keeping your Artful blingster jewelry looking beautiful: 

a) Store your jewelry separately in soft fabrics or sealed baggies to prevent scratching, tangling, and to slow down the effect of oxidation due to environmental exposure. 

b) Take off your jewelry when you wash or do any physical activities. Salt water and chlorine are both damaging to plated jewelry. 

c) Keep your jewelry away from cosmetics, perfume, lotion and cleaning products that can cause the plating to react. 

d) Whenever attempting to clean an item of jewelry, always test your chosen method on a sample or a small test area. Always look at the item as a whole, not just the material 

you’re planning to clean, as different cleaning methods will have positive and negative affects on different materials. Care should be taken particularly when cleaning softer semi-

precious stones such as amber, coral, druzy, malachite, opals, peridot, tanzanite, turquoise, and zoisite. Pearls, mother of pearl are also particularly delicate. 

e) Remove jewelry before going to bed as chemicals released through the skin over night can cause damage particularly if you have eaten anything with garlic or strong flavours. In 

addition some pieces may be damaged during sleep.  

 

Cleaning tips for specific materials: 

• Wood/Bone 
These are both quite porous materials which means they do not wash well in water. Use a soft cloth to wipe them clean and apply a good quality furniture polish if required but 
test a small amount to ensure it will not discolour your beads. 

 
• Ivory 

Ivory naturally yellows with age. Always begin with a mild cleaning method (one part spirit soap to twenty parts white spirit on delicate objects) and test this on an inconspicuous 
part of the item to see the effect. Some experts suggest coating clean ivory with almond oil, but this can make surfaces sticky and eventually darken them.  Polishing ivory with a 
completely colourless wax produces better results. 
 

• Glass/Ceramic  
To clean glass beads you can either use alcohol or a mild soap solution. Rub the beads gently with a soft cloth and your cleaning solution until they are restored. If you are cleaning 
them as part of a necklace or bracelet be careful not to dampen the thread as the moisture can damage it. 
Note: When cleaning strung beads in this way it is important to pay attention to the thread or cable as if moisture remains it can lead to deterioration of the thread or staining of 
the hole of the bead. 
 

• Roman Glass 
When cleaning Roman glass jewelry clean only the metal portions with a cleaning/polishing cloth – avoid cleaning the Roman glass as it may remove the natural patina which 
makes the glass unique. Once the metal is polished, your Roman glass jewelry will look great once again. 
 

• Leather 
When cleaning leather you need to condition it to avoid it becoming brittle and cracking. You can use shoe polish or leather conditioner to nourish your cord rubbing this on with a 
soft dry cloth. You can use soap suds to clean but you need to make sure you don’t soak the leather under water. Create your soap suds in a bowl of warm water using a mild 
detergent and apply only the bubbles to your leather and wipe clean. You can wash this with the suds to clean and then finish with the conditioning polish.  Store your leather in a 
cool dry place and avoid heat as this can cause it to crack. 
 

• Pearls/Mother of Pearl 
These materials should be cleaned regularly with a slightly damp soft cloth to remove skin oils. For a more thorough clean dip a soft cloth in a mild soap & water solution, wring 
out the cloth and gently rub the pearl/mother of pearl. Then use a second cloth dipped in clean water with excess water squeezed out, wipe away the detergent. Finally, gently 
rub dry with a soft dry cloth. Note: pearls should not be immersed in water when cleaning. They do like moisture so store them in a breathable bag away from other jewelry. 
Ideally, pearls should be restrung periodically due to impurities that may build up in the bead holes as these can erode the pearls from the inside. 
 

• Plastic 
Wash plastic and acrylic beads using a soft cloth or sponge with water and a mild soap. Do not use anything abrasive as this may wear down the surface and cause scratching. 
Once cleaned wipe off the soap with a damp cloth and leave the beads to dry naturally. 
 

  



METALS 
• Base Metal 

Most costume jewelry is made with plated base metal/alloys. This type of jewelry is delicate so preventative care is best. Wipe down jewelry with a dry soft cloth or wipe after 
wearing and store in sealed/zippered bag removing as much of the air as possible. To clean, use a drop of baby shampoo mixed with a little water – clean with a soft brush or 
toothbrush; use toothpicks or Q-Tips for detailed or difficult to reach places. After cleaning, rinse quickly with cool water and immediately dry thoroughly using a hair dryer on cool 
setting.  
 

• Copper/Brass 
Both of these metals will naturally tarnish over time unless they have been lacquered. Use cleansers/polishes that are made specifically for these types of metals.  
 

• Sterling or Fine Silver 
This can easily be cleaned with a specifically formulated silver cleaning solution.  Simply place in the ready-made solution until the tarnish has been removed and wipe gently with 
a polishing cloth to leave your silver with a lovely shine. Try to avoid harsh chemicals and do not rinse under water once cleaned as this can affect the surface colour. There are 
many home cleaning solutions available on the web but always use caution when using a homemade formula 
Note: Cleaners should not come into contact with adjacent beads as they may be adversely affected. For example, cleaning cloths can affect the AB finish on crystals and 
ultrasonic cleaners can adversely affect soft or porous materials such as pearls. 
 

• Gold or Rose Gold 
You will find gold is generally tarnish resistant however it can get dirty, smudged easily and its shine can fade. You can fine specialized cleaning products to place your jewellery in 
or simply wipe with a soft cloth. You may also use a soft bristle brush such as a toothbrush to gently clean the surface especially on more intricate pieces. Like silver it is best 
stored separately from other jewellery items to avoid scratching.  
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